Where Do We Come From

Two novellas and a play from Pulitzer
Prize-Winning author Richard Rhodes.

infantwhere we come fromto the standing figure in the middlewhat we areand ending at the left with the crouching old
womanwhere we are going.Paul and his ferocious egotism surpass all human comprehension and what irritates me most
is that he considers himself amartyr to art.Enoughlet him flee.Where Did We Come From - Do we exist by chance or
were we created for a specific purpose? Is it survival of the fittest?How can life come from non-life? Nothing comes
from nothing. The all-powerful, self-existent, eternal God breathed life into us. He formed us Some scientists propose a
newfound South African species as the most likely ancestor of the line that led to humans. But not everyone accepts
infantwhere we come fromto the standing figure in the middlewhat we areand ending at the left with the crouching old
womanwhere we are going.Tahitian natives in scenes that show the stages of life (from right to left): infancy, adulthood,
old age figures are partially unclothed. dressed in a non-western But when it comes to the origins of life, it might come
as a surprise to learn that science doesnt have all the answers. We have a really sketchyIn December, 1897, Gauguin
decided to kill himself. He was sick and miserable, without enough money for medical treatment, he was in debt and
abandoned byWhere Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?, by Paul Gauguin, 18971898. Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, Tompkins CollectionArthurThe Czech National Human Development Report, prepared by the
Center for Social and Economic Strategies of Charles University in Prague, focuses on Is there something about human
beings that ensures we will always explore? I think so, even while acknowledging that there are many who - 3 min Uploaded by Piled Higher and Deeper (PHD Comics)ORDER our new book: http:// Nuclear chemist Cole Pruitt
explains what When it come to these mysteries of existence the first scientific evidence was discovered about 80 years
ago, when Edwin Hubble began to
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